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A Quick Note From Gary...

Take It Diabeasy!
Easy. It’s such a simple word, but it means so
much. It is also the cornerstone of two of the
most relaxing songs every written… at least in
my opinion (The Eagles’ “Peaceful Easy Feeling”
and The Commodores’ “Easy”).
Many seemingly brilliant ideas and inventions
have fallen at for one simple reason: They weren’t easy. Take the latest designs in
hybrid closed-loop systems (pumps/CGMs tied together by a self-adjusting
computer algorithm). In terms of outcomes, there aren’t a whole lot of di erences
between the various systems. So why are some the toast of social media while
others are taking a beating? Ease-of-use. Who really wants to deal with MORE work
and inconvenience? Living with diabetes is tough enough! It’s like having another
full-time under-paying job on top of everything else we’re responsible for.
Easy doesn’t just apply to products. It applies to services as well. That’s why we
started o ering remote “telehealth” consultations almost 20 years ago – so people
don’t have to travel to us. And now, we’re taking easy to a whole new level with the
re-launch of Type-1 University – the one and only “school of higher learning” for
insulin users. We’ve updated the courses, improved the audio-visuals, and made
the website super-easy to navigate. Check it out and let us know what you think:
https://www.type1university.com
In the meantime, if there is anything we can do to make life with diabetes a little…
what’s the word… EASIER, please let us know.
Enjoy this month’s edition of Diabetes Bites!

- Gary

Gary Scheiner MS, CDE
Owner & Clinical Director
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Recipes for Type 1 & Type 2
Diabetes
♥ Low Carb Lemon Tartlets in a Glass
♥ BLT Chicken Salad with Avocado
♥ Grilled Dijon Scallops and Squash
♥ Zucchini & Tomato Casserole

Unraveling the Truth about
Sweeteners
Stevia, monkfruit, agave, maltodextrin, brown rice
syrup- what in the? It is so hard to keep up
sometimes. There seems to be a new term for
sugar popping up or a new product on our
shelves. It is tough to distinguish the goods, from
the bads, to the uglies. Let’s take a dive into the
sweetener world!

Flexibility: reduce pain, improve
mobility and lower blood sugars?
What does stretching have to do with diabetes?
Quite a lot actually.

A 2015 study on type 2 diabetes found that
participants in an 8 week passive/ static
stretching program showed a marked reduction
in A1C over a control group and these types of
results have been seen in multiple studies.

Emotional Toughness
I have been welcomed in like a new family
member to this amazing team at IDS. The instant
connection I feel with the team reminds me of
the bonds people with diabetes (PWD) form with
others who live life with diabetes. These social
connections are vital to our health and ability to
cope with the challenges life and diabetes bring.

Amusement Parks and Travel with
Diabetes
Mid June I got to take a much-needed vacation to
Orlando. During my trip, there was something
very important I discovered and have been
excited to share. :)

Hypoglycemic, hyperglycemic
events increase dementia
risk in adults with type 1
diabetes
According to a study from Neurology,
there is a correlation between severe
hyperglycemic and hypoglycemic
events and an increased risk of
dementia.

Genomic medicine shows
promise in maintaining beta
cell function
Results of a study ourtof Linkoping
University published in diabetes care in
May 2021 demonstrated the ability to
immunize against type 1 diabetes!

T1U… TAKE 2!
If you know the basics but want to
take your diabetes management to
the next level, T1U is the place for
you. Each course comes with a pdf
copy of the presentation slides that you
can keep for future reference or print
out for note-taking purposes. Watch
wherever and whenever it is
convenient for you! (popcorn and fuzzy
slippers optional)

Gary’s TRIVIA TIME!
Last month, we asked for the percentage of people who held their diabetes clinic
appointments virtually (via telemedicine) in the spring of 2020.
Congratulations to Teré Maher, a speech language pathologist from Falls Church,
VA, USA for coming closest to the correct answer. Teré has lived with T1D for 46
years and also has a son with T1D.
ANSWER: 95%. This shows how necessity truly is the mother of invention! Of
course, we’ve been o ering virtual diabetes care for nearly 20 years, so this was
nothing new.

NEW QUESTION:
Given the moral ber we all showed
during the pandemic, this month’s
questions is about… FIBER.
Yep, that magical carb that provides
satiety, prevents certain forms of
cancer, delays digestion and has hardly
any e ect on blood sugar.
With all that going for it, how many
grams of ber are recommended for most adults for every 1000 calories
consumed?
The rst person with the correct answer wins their choice of book from our ino ce or online bookstore

Click to Submit Your Answers to gary@integrateddiabetes.com

Need Free Diabetes Supplies?
Just Ask!!

The Survey Says!
In the June edition of Diabetes Bites, we asked about
the e ect stress has on your glucose levels.
Apparently, our readers are experts on the subject
because we had a record number of responses. Here
is how you replied:

65% Stress almost always raises my blood glucose

5% Stress almost always lowers my blood glucose
18% Sometimes if goes up, sometimes it goes down. Hard to predict.
12% Stress has no noticeable e ect on my blood glucose
The fact is, most forms of stress cause glucose levels to rise by eliciting the
production of stress hormones which induce a “ ght or ight” reaction – which
includes the release of sugar into the bloodstream. However, some forms of
stress require an increase in mental and/or physical energy expenditure, which
can result in a drop in glucose levels. As is the case with most things in diabetes,
the answer is a de nite “it depends”.

New Survey Question:
The price of drugs such as insulin
remains at the forefront of many
healthcare and political debates. Novo
Nordisk recently announced a
partnership with discount retailer
WalMart and Sam’s Club to distribute
their Novolog/NovoRapid insulin as
Reli-On Novolog at prices that are 5075% lower than the cash price for Novolog.
This month’s question: What do you think will happen to the price of insulin,
overall, in the next 12 months?

Take The Survey!

Get My Discount Codes!

Nancy's Featured Finds!
This month I'd like to spotlight an IDS patient's
passion project: www.brewinghope.co ee!

Myabetic Diabetes Cases
Great for carrying your diabetes
supplies in style!

$30

Think Like A Pancreas - 3rd
Edition

Buy now

$18

Buy now

Would you recommend us to a friend?
Let Us Know What You Think!
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Absolutely!!

Advertising Opportunities

About Us

We o er a number of promotional
opportunities for reaching the diabetes
marketplace, with a focus on patients and
healthcare providers who utilize intensive
insulin therapy.
Website Advertising

provides diabetes education and
management consulting inperson or remotely via phone
and the internet for children and
adults.
Our blog, Thinking Like a

Blog Advertising / editorial

Pancreashighlights articles from

Newsletter Advertising / Editorial
Diabetes Bites Monthly Newsletter is
published electronically by Integrated
Diabetes Services and distributed to more
than 10,000 individuals in the diabetes
community.

Integrated Diabetes Services

our own sta .
Type-1 Universityis the webbased school of higher learning
for insulin users. Live and prerecorded courses on a variety of
topics.

SHARE TO FACEBOOK
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Integrated Diabetes Services
333 E. Lancaster Ave. (suite #204), Wynnewood
PA 19096 United States
(USA) 877-735-3648
Outside the US: 001-610-642-6055
Español: 435-255-1923
info@integrateddiabetes.com
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